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The Breaking News Sarah Lynne Reul 2018-04-10 When
devastating news rattles a young girl's community, her
normally attentive parents and neighbors are suddenly
exhausted and distracted. At school, her teacher tells
the class to look for the helpers—the good people
working to make things better in big and small ways. She
wants more than anything to help in a BIG way, but maybe
she can start with one small act of kindness instead . .
. and then another, and another.Small things can
compound, after all, to make a world of difference. The
Breaking News by Sarah Lynne Reul touches on themes of
community, resilience, and optimism with an authenticity
that will resonate with readers young and old.
Making Graphs Bridget Heos 2015-01-01 A class is
learning a lesson on making graphs and interpreting
data, and the class clown, Logan, has some off-the-wall
answers to his classmates' surveys.
Do You Really Want a Guinea Pig? Bridget Heos 2015-07-01
"A mischievous guinea pig (and the narrator) teach a
young boy the responsibility--and the joys--of caring
for a pet guinea pig. Includes 'Is this pet right for
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me?' quiz"-There's Nothing to Do! Dev Petty 2017-09-19 A Bank
Street College of Education 2018 Best Children's Book of
the Year In another hilarious book from the I Don’t Want
to be a Frog series, young Frog learns an unexpected
lesson about how NOT to be bored. Perfect for fans of Mo
Willems’s Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus! and Jon
Klassen’s I Want My Hat Back! Frog is bored. He can’t
find ANYTHING to do—even when his animal friends make
good suggestions, like sleeping all day, licking between
his toes, or hopping around and then staring off into
space. Will he find a fun and exciting way to spend his
day? Featuring the beloved characters from I Don’t Want
to Be a Frog and I Don’t Want to Be Big, this new story
is sure to bring a smile to every kid who’s ever said
“There’s nothing to do!” And look for the other books
starring Frog: I Don't Want to Be a Frog, I Don't Want
to Be Big and I Don't Want to Go to Sleep. ★ "Snappy,
spot-on dialogue pairs ideally with the outsize drama of
Boldt’s artwork; reading this book belongs on families’
to-do lists."—Publishers Weekly, starred review "In a
structured, overstimulated world, downtime needs to be
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appreciated, and this small amphibian shows the
way."—Kirkus
Follow That Tap Water! Bridget Heos 2016-06-01 A boy
washing the dishes wonders where the water goes, and the
story follows water drops as they travel to through the
city sewer system, treatment plant, and back again.
Do You Really Want to Meet an Owl? Bridget Heos
2017-02-07 Six new titles in our popular animal series
feature animals from North America and across the globe.
In each book, a child explorer meets these species in
person and shares his or her observations with the
reader. After learning about several species of an owl,
a boy goes to the wilderness nearby to observe owls'
behavior in the wild.
Robot in Love T. L. McBeth 2018-12-24 When a shiny,
beautiful stranger catches Robot's eye, he knows she's
the one. He thinks about her all the time. He even makes
her a gift. But will he be able to keep his circuits
from overheating and work up the courage to talk to her?
T. L. McBeth's Robot in Love spins a funny and
heartwarming story of love—perfect for sharing at
Valentine's!
Treemendous Bridget Heos 2021-03-09 This adorable
picture book illustrates the life of a tiny acorn
growing up to be a tall oak tree. A wonderful
introduction to nonfiction for curious, nature-loving
kids! Hello, world! This little acorn is so excited to
grow! Told in the diary entries of an acorn, this
picture book follows a young acorn and its long life as
an oak tree, from being buried by a squirrel to towering
over other trees. The text communicates the basic
science simply and with humor, and the illustrations up
the fun factor! Parents will love the sweet story and
charming illustrations, and teachers and librarians will
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love the extra resources at the back.
Measure It Bridget Heos 2015 "Kids in a classroom
practice measuring favorite objects they brought from
home using different units of measurement and comparing
the objects"-Counting Change Bridget Heos 2014-07-01 "Aiden helps his
little brother Mason make change at a yard sale so that
he can buy a new video game, which they will then
share"-Cowpoke Clyde and Dirty Dawg Lori Mortensen 2013
Following increasingly chaotic attempts to give his dog
a bath, Cowpoke Clyde discovers there is only one way to
get Dawg into the tub.
Thesaurus Rex Laya Steinberg 2005 Follow this
mischievous dinosaur as he frolics, rollicks, frisks and
romps. Each colorful page introduces simple synonyms and
a fun-filled way to build vocabulary and word
recognition. Ages 3 to 7 years Colour illustrations
Froodle Antoinette Portis 2014-05-06 In a normal
neighborhood, on a typical day, the birds chirp, the
dogs bark and the cats meow. When Little Brown Bird
decides she doesn't want to sing the same old song, out
comes a new tune that shakes up the neighborhood and
changes things forever in this funny, innovative book
that kids will love to read outloud. A Neal Porter Book
Mustache Baby Bridget Heos 2013-05-14 When Baby Billy is
born with a mustache, his family takes it in stride.
They are reassured when he nobly saves the day in
imaginary-play sessions as a cowboy or cop and his
mustache looks good-guy great. But as time passes, their
worst fears are confirmed when little Billy’s mustache
starts to curl up at the ends in a suspiciously
villainous fashion. Sure enough, “Billy’s disreputable
mustache led him into a life of dreadful crime.” Plenty
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of tongue-in-cheek humor and cartoonish illustrations
make this the perfect baby-shower gift for a mustachioed
father-to-be.
Mapping Sam Joyce Hesselberth 2021-02-03 An adventurous
cat named Sam explores her neighborhood at night in this
gorgeously illustrated book. Informational, beautiful,
and deeply moving, Mapping Sam is both a book about how
maps work and an engaging, character-driven story. This
picture book is an excellent choice to share during
homeschooling, in particular for children ages 4 to 6.
It's a fun way to learn to read and as a supplement for
activity books for children. For fans of Brandon
Wenzel's They All Saw a Cat and Sara Fanelli's My Map
Book, and for anyone who wants to know what is where and
how to get from here to there! Maps can show us streets
and subways and cities and countries. But they can also
show us what we can't see, what we can only imagine, or
how to build something. In Joyce Hesselberth's Mapping
Sam, Sam the cat puts her family to bed, and then--when
all is quiet--heads out to explore her neighborhood. As
Sam follows her customary path, wandering farther and
farther away from home, readers encounter different
kinds of maps illuminating different points of view and
the various spots Sam visits. Finally, when Sam reaches
her favorite place and confirms that all is well, she
heads back home, climbs onto a cozy bed, and falls
asleep. An ideal read-aloud for classrooms and
libraries, Mapping Sam features a page of background
information, as well as various maps and map terms
throughout. Perfect for fans of Lynne Rae Perkins's
Frank and Lucky Get Schooled and Peter H. Reynolds's The
Dot. --Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
Follow That Garbage! Bridget Heos 2016-06-01 A boy
watching a garbage truck pick up his trash wonders where
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it goes, and the story follows two garbage bags as they
travel to a transfer station and then to a landfill.
Ducks! Deborah Underwood 2020-02-11 A funny, visual
story from Bearnard's Book author Deborah Underwood,
about a duck who wanders away from the rest of the flock
and must find the way back. Ducks. Ducks? NO DUCKS! Duck
wanders away from the pond for a moment and returns to
find the other ducks gone! Searching high and low, Duck
discovers many clues around the city—footprints,
feathers, eggs—but no ducks. Will Duck’s feathered
friends finally be found? With spare storytelling and
lots of visual jokes, this is a funny and sweet
celebration of family. Featuring illustrations by T. L.
McBeth
Let's Meet a Construction Worker Bridget Heos 2017-08-01
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional
narration and text highlighting for an engaging read
aloud experience! Let's Meet a Construction Worker! What
do construction workers do? Some lucky kids are about to
find out! They visit Mr. Moore, a construction worker
who's helping to build a new school. He shows them
machines that dig big holes. He explains how he follows
the building plans. And he tells about different workers
and how they stay safe. Hooray for construction workers!
"Cartoon-style animated drawings in bright colors
introduce diverse characters who will capture children's
interest." —School Library Journal "In each book
introducing a community-benefiting career,
schoolchildren meet one adult to learn about his or her
job; information includes the training required to
become a firefighter, doctor, etc., daily routines, and
primary responsibilities. The content is inclusive and
up-to-date but delivered though vapid stories. Peppy
computer-generated cartoons are amateur." - The Horn
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Book Guide Free downloadable series teaching guide
available.
Light Makes a Rainbow Sharon Coan 2014-08-25 We have all
seen a rainbow in the sky. But what makes a rainbow?
Learn how light and water make a rainbow! With easy-toread text and detailed, vivid images, this science
reader teaches students important scientific subjects
and vocabulary terms like prism, energy, and light
waves. Aligned to state and national standards, the book
contains nonfiction text features like an index, a
glossary, captions, and bold font to keep students
connected to the text. A hands-on science experiment
helps students apply what they have learned and develops
critical thinking skills.
Big Words Small Stories: The Missing Donut Judith
Henderson 2018-09-04 Big word coming! Big word coming!
This collection of five stories follows the
misadventures of a boy named Cris, who “likes things all
in a row,” and his cat, Crat, who “likes to mix things
up.” The two are visited along the way by the Sprinkle
Fairy, who owns a word factory in Sicily, “where the
best words in the world come from,” and her helpers, the
Sprinklers, who have slipped one big word into each of
the small stories. But don’t worry, kids may wonder who
purloined the missing donut, but they won’t be
bamboozled by the big words! The Sprinklers give readers
a warning before each big word appears, and the
pronunciation and definition after.
Triceratopposite Bridget Heos 2021-04-20 From writer
Bridget Heos and illustrator T. L. McBeth,
Triceratopposite is the delightful follow–up to
Stegothesaurus, featuring a little dinosaur who always
says and does the opposite of what his parents want him
to do...
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Confiscated! Suzanne Kaufman 2017-08-01 Confiscated! is
a hilarious tale of sibling conflict and cooperation
between two dinosaur brothers that all kids will relate
to. When Mama hears Brooks and Mikey fighting over yet
another toy, it gets CONFISCATED! (In other words, taken
away.) It's only when ALL the toys are confiscated that
Brooks and Mikey finally learn how to work—and
play—together nicely. (But not before creating a whole
heap of trouble . . . )
Stegothesaurus Bridget Heos 2018-06-12 A fun, playful,
energetic story starring two stegosauruses and one
stegothesaurus about family—and synonyms!—for the young
word lover in your home, residence, or abode!
Stegothesaurus’s love of language has always put him at
odds with his stegosaurus brothers. So when he makes a
friend—an allothesaurus—who is just as verbose as he, he
is happy, thrilled, and ecstatic! But Stegothesaurus
soon learns that the allothesaurus has very different
ideas about what constitutes a good meal, and he'll
discover there’s one thing that he loves more than
words: his family. Featuring clever but simple text from
Bridget Heos and bold, exuberant art by T. L. McBeth,
Stegothesaurus introduces young readers to a memorable,
original, unforgettable dinosaur hero.
Shell, Beak, Tusk Bridget Heos 2017-04-04 We think of
evolution as a tree with branches that make clear,
linear sense—with one animal and its traits clearly
derived from one that came before it genetically. But
what about animals who share key traits but aren’t on
the same family tree? This is called convergent
evolution, and it’s the big idea that Bridget Heos
tackles in a kid-friendly way in Shell, Beak, Tusk. From
mammals to reptiles, and everything in between, Heos
manages to make some intriguing comparisons—and bring to
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life theories of evolution and convergentevolution in
bite-sized, easily digested chunks of fun facts,
illustrated with full-color photography throughout.
Santa Jaws Bridget Heos 2021-10-26 While kids write
notes to Santa Claus, / Sharks line up for Santa Jaws. /
They tell him all their Christmas wishes. / Santa thinks
they sound delicious! With bouncy, delightful rhymes,
Bridget Heos' Santa Jaws celebrates Christmas under the
sea. Every year, Santa Jaws delivers presents to his
fellow sharks, spreading cheer wherever he goes. Elfin
sharks make toys, horn sharks trim the Christmas kelp,
and cookiecutter sharks make sure Santa doesn't go
hungry. Get ready for a ride on Santa's sled (pulled, of
course, by hammerheads) in this joyful holiday tale!
Stronger Than Steel Bridget Heos 2013 An introduction to
the field of genetics is told through the story of Randy
Lewis and his work with golden orb weaver spiders as
well as his subsequent creation of artificial spider
silk that can be used to save and improve lives. 20,000
first printing.
Peek-a-moo! Marie Torres Cimarusti 2009-05-01 The
authors take children on a rhyming peek-a-boo adventure
set in a farm yard. The book incorporates 8 larger than
life fold-down flaps and is illustrated in colour
throughout.
Randy, the Badly Drawn Horse T. L. McBeth 2020-08-04 T.
L. McBeth's Randy, the Badly Drawn Horse is the
hilarious picture book tale of a child's illustrated
creation who (never having seen himself) thinks he's
extraordinarily beautiful. Randy knows he’s a beautiful
horse—everyone says so. From his silky coat to his
perfect smile to his very name, reserved only for the
most special of creatures, Randy is beyond compare. This
laugh-out-loud picture book plays with expectations and
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takes you inside a child's imaginary world, through
construction-paper mountains, popsicle-stick forests,
and sandpaper deserts. Readers are sure to fall for this
maybe-not-so-beautiful but wholly endearing character.
Penguin Flies Home Lita Judge 2019-01-15 Penguin
mastered his quest to soar with the eagles in Flight
School—now he’s heading home to teach his friends in
this sweet and inspiring stand-alone companion story!
Penguin loves everything about flying: the wind beneath
his wings, the song that rises from his belly, and the
sight of new and wonderful places. Still, he misses his
penguin friends in the South Pole. So, he flips and
flaps back home, ready to teach them the magic of
flight! But when he arrives, his enthusiasm for flying
doesn’t get quite the reaction he expected. Will
Penguin’s friends still like him, even if they don’t
share his soaring dreams?
I, Fly Bridget Heos 2015-05-12 Fly is fed up with
everyone studying butterflies. Flies are so much cooler!
They flap their wings 200 times a second, compared to a
butterfly's measly five to twelve times. Their babiesmaggots-are much cuter than caterpillars (obviously).
And when they eat solid food, they even throw up on it
to turn it into a liquid. Who wouldn't want to study an
insect like that? In an unforgettably fun, fact-filled
presentation, this lovable (and highly partisan)
narrator promotes his species to a sometimes engrossed,
sometimes grossed-out, class of kids.
Let's Meet a Doctor Bridget Heos 2014-08-01 What does a
doctor do? These kids have a few ideas. But to learn
more, they talk to Dr. Zambil. He tells them how he
helps sick or hurt kids feel better. He sees healthy
kids to help keep them healthy. He even helps train new
doctors. Let's hear it for doctors!
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Let's Meet a Dentist Bridget Heos 2017-08-01 Audisee®
eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and
text highlighting for an engaging read aloud experience!
Let's Meet a Dentist! Have you ever had a toothache? Or
gotten your teeth cleaned? Dr. Florez could help you
out! She's a dentist, and today she has an office full
of curious visitors. They try out her dentist's chair
and look at X-rays of teeth. They also learn how she
helps patients keep their teeth clean and healthy.
Hooray for dentists! "Cartoon-style animated drawings in
bright colors introduce diverse characters who will
capture children's interest." —School Library Journal
"In each book introducing a community-benefiting career,
schoolchildren meet one adult to learn about his or her
job; information includes the training required to
become a firefighter, doctor, etc., daily routines, and
primary responsibilities. The content is inclusive and
up-to-date but delivered though vapid stories. Peppy
computer-generated cartoons are amateur." - The Horn
Book Guide Free downloadable series teaching guide
available.
Just Like Us! Fish Bridget Heos 2018-08-21 Get the facts
on an array of aquatic creatures and discover the
unexpected ways humans and fish are similar in Just Like
Us! Fish. Appealing mix of photographs and cartoon
illustrations. What animal uses stilts, has roommates,
finds safety in numbers, and even gets skin treatments
at the spa? FISH! While they might seem as different
from humans as animals can possibly be, we actually have
a lot in common with our underwater neighbors. From
hunting to homemaking to dressing to impress, fish are a
lot like us—though with fascinating twists all their
own. Factual, funny, and featuring a dynamic mix of
photographs and cartoon illustrations, Just Like Us!
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Fish will charm even the most reluctant nonfiction
readers.
Who Wants to Be a Princess? Bridget Heos 2017-03-21 Did
you ever wish to be a princess? Have you ever wanted to
wear a pretty pink gown, sing to your forest animal
friends, and attend a fancy fairy-tale ball? Then meet
Beatrice—she represents what being a princess in the
Middle Ages was really like. Pink gown? More like itchy
wool! Sing to animals? Think archery and horseback
riding instead. Beatrice’s life is no fairy tale, but
she will show you that fact can sometimes be more
fascinating than fantasy. This humorous, brightly
illustrated book offers an irresistible comparison of
fairy tale vs. real life in medieval times.
Dinothesaurus Douglas Florian 2012-03-20 This book is
full of dinosaurs, Both carnivores and herbivores.
You'll find a big Iguanodon, As well as a clever Tro-odon. There's Spinosaurus and T. rex, Plus plesiosaurs
with giant necks, And others from an ancient age. Want
to learn more? Then turn the page!
Jim Trelease's Read-Aloud Handbook Jim Trelease
2019-09-03 The classic million-copy bestselling handbook
on reading aloud to children--revised and updated for a
new generation of readers Recommended by "Dear Abby"
upon its first publication in 1982, millions of parents
and educators have turned to Jim Trelease's beloved
classic for more than three decades to help countless
children become avid readers through awakening their
imaginations and improving their language skills. Jim
Trelease's Read-Aloud Handbook, updated and revised by
education specialist Cyndi Giorgis, discusses the
benefits, the rewards, and the importance of reading
aloud to children of a new generation. Supported by
delightful anecdotes as well as the latest research, an
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updated treasury of book recommendations curated with an
eye for diversity, Jim Trelease's Read-Aloud Handbook
offers proven techniques and strategies for helping
children of all backgrounds and abilities discover the
pleasures of reading and setting them on the road to
becoming lifelong readers.
The Alkaline Earth Metals Bridget Heos 2009-08-15
Explains the characteristics of alkaline earth metals,
where they are found, how they are used by humans, and
their relationship to other elements found in the
periodic table.
Do You Really Want a Hamster? Jinny Johnson 2013-07-01
"Mischievous hamsters (and the narrator) teach a young
boy the responsibility--and the joys--of owning a
hamster. Includes 'Is this pet right for me?' quiz"--
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Provided by publisher.
Who Wants to Be a Pirate? Bridget Heos 2019-11-26 Have
you ever wanted to be a pirate? To sail the high seas in
search of adventure—and maybe some buried treasure?
Well, writer Bridget Heos and illustrator Daniel Duncan
welcome you aboard Captain Parrot's pirate ship! Captain
Parrot is here to tell you about the life of a real
swashbuckler from the Golden Age of Piracy (1650-1730).
From danger to the doldrums, Who Wants to Be a Pirate?
has all the need-to-know facts. And don't worry about
walking the plank—strap in for fun and join Captain
Parrot's pirate crew!
Mustache Baby Meets His Match Bridget Heos 2015-03-03 A
play date goes awry when Baby Billy and his mustache
meet Beard Baby in this hilarious sequel toMustache
Baby.
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